
# AgileBCP Consultants

1 Opportunity AgileBCP Pty Ltd is pleased to announce the global availability of our 
commission arrangements for consultants who facilitate subscriptions to our Agile Business 
Continuity Software as a Service Platform.
2 Why AgileBCP What differentiates our globally available SaaS is alignment with “Best 
Practice” as it is harmonized with International Standards. What marks it as a leader in the field is 
that it is risk-based - focused on the vulnerability of the things you care about - not only on the 
impact of extreme events - therefore opening up prevention opportunities.
3 Registration* Email your details to consulting@agilebcp.com - we will then add you to the 
AgileBCP Consultants listing on AgileBCP site.
4 Methodology A range of resources is available from across our sites to support facilitators 
mentoring clients.
www.disasterresilience.com
www.businesshazards.com
Other facilitation tools include a range of Apple and Android apps.
Workshops - free or charge on platforms of your choice (example - www.eventbookings.com - 
virtual or face to face on site)
If you determine to use a subscription to promote and develop solutions for potential clients, 
we will support you with a 50% rebate on your preferred demonstration model (which is 
generally used by you to model and populate potential client data). A suitable version to 
facilitate a small team of stakeholder clients (such as their risk management team, or their 
executives) is the “up to five” model. In other contexts it is more appropriate to facilitate a group 
of up to twenty (covering crucial activities supporting “must deliver” products and services).
5 Remuneration The rate - as ongoing commissions - is set at 30% of the facilitated 
subscriptions.
6 Insurances All independent freelancers will be responsible to carry own indemnities (which 
are generally inexpensive as they cover training and facilitation).
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